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ABSTRACT
Optical diffusion tomography (ODT) has recently found renewed interest by the
scientific and medical community due to advances in imaging electronics, computer
processing power, development of tumor marking dyes, and image reconstruction
algorithms. The development of this technology may allow the use of near infra red and
infra red light to image internal structures of tissue without the use of ionizing radiation,
as in the case of X-Ray computed tomography (CT). Presently, a working ODT system
has been constructed and is capable of measuring intensity changes due to light
absorption data. The design of an ODT system capable of intensity measurement and
phase measurement using intensity modulation is described in this thesis.
A prototype ODT system has been built and tested to obtain phase and magnitude
measurements of tissue phantoms with immersed absorbers. A semiconductor laser
diode with a wavelength of 790 nm and power output of 5 milliwatts was modulated at
the frequencies of 150 and 200 MHz. The system was capable of identifying absorbers
of widths as small as 0.3 millimeters within slabs of 1% Intralipid tissue phantoms 5
centimeters thick.
Thesis Supervisors: Prof. Charles G. Sodini, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, MIT.
Guillermo Ferla, MIT '72,
Engineering Fellow, Polaroid Corporation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Optical imaging uses the simple idea that if a dense turbid media, such as human
tissue, is illuminated by a light source, a small, but measurable amount of light will
traverse the media and will bear some information about the .:-edia through which it has
passed. The development of such instrumentation and analytical techniques to use light
to image internal structures would allow non invasive examination inside of the human
body. The advancements of the past few years in the field of imaging electronics and
reduced cost computing power, along with the effort of many research groups throughout
the world, has brought the idea of a clinically feasible system closer to reality.
Currently there are many imaging modalities that permit the non invasive
imaging of internal structures within the body, such as X-Ray Computed Tomography
(CT) imaging, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), and ultrasound imaging. The advantage of optical imaging comes from the fact
that light, in the visible to infra red spectrum, is used instead of ionizing radiation, as in
the case of X-Ray CT, and injected radioactive emitters for PET imaging. Hence, there
is always a risk when using the aforementioned imaging modalities. In the case of
mammograms, which are done on a yearly basis after a certain age for women, the risk of
increased exposure to possibly carcinogenic ionizing radiation must be weighed against
the benefits. Another advantage is envisioned in which Optical Diffusion Tomography
(ODT) systems will be fairly portable, whereas CT, MRI, and PET imagers are not
portable and might even require special structures to house the equipment. Last, but not
least, is the cost of an ODT system. ODT systems should be far less expensive than
MRI, CT, and PET imagers. The data acquisition electronics and low power
semiconductor lasers can be fabricated using low cost integrated circuit techniques. The
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increased requirement of computation is mitigated by the rapid cost reduction of
computation.
The use of light as the transillumination source provides a powerful method in
which the use of ionizing radiation is not necessary to image internal structures of the
human body. Light in the near infrared and infrared spectrum passes through soft tissue,
such as breast tissue emerging --ith information about the internal structure. Since the
body can withstand relatively large amounts of energy in this spectrum, enough light can
be transmitted to be measured accurately by current opto-electronic sensors. Benaron et
al. [1] have studied animal bodies and the human brain with light and many other
experiments have shown that clinical use of this technique is not far away. The use of
ODT has been used to study the absorption and scattering properties of tumors in human
breast tissue by Chance [2].
Thus, the development and use of a non invasive imaging modality using light
will promote the safety and increased use in the areas of breast tumor identification. The
low cost potential of an ODT system has the benefit of being able to provide more
accessibility to the medical profession which in turn benefits all who use it.
1.2. History
The path to create a system which will provide usable images for diagnostics is
now foreseeable in the near future. The use of light to reveal the internal structure of a
living organism has been done by egg farmers with the use of a candle. In 1843, an
English physician by the name of Curling reportedly used a lantern to transilluminate the
scrotum area for signs of tumors. In the 1970's, transillumination systems for breast
tumors, called diaphanographic systems, were commercially built and sold. The systems
used the filtered wavelengths of visible light for transillumination and the images
produced were shadowgrams. These images revealed the vasculature of the breast but
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tumors located deep within the breast were lost to the background. The use of
continuous wave sources for illumination caused the image to be distorted due to the
scattering nature of tissue. Photons in the infrared travel only a few hundred microns
before being scattered. The light that was being collected by the imaging element would
have undergone multiple scattering events due to different path lengths and absorption
cu-fficients of the tissue. Thus, these systems proved to be low in sensitivity and
specificity.
Improvements and new directions in thought has moved the direction of ODT
forward. The various methods that are currently being investigated include the use of
streak cameras to measure "ballistic" or unscattered photons. These cameras image
during a time interval in which the emitted photons are expected to arrive at the camera
based on the speed of light in the medium. Thus, if the small number of "ballistic"
photons are absent or reduced during this interval then it would be surmised that an
absorber were present. This effort is currently being pursued by Wang, Alfano, and Yoo
[3]. There is also similar work that is being done on reflectance spectroscopy by Jacques
et al [4]. This method uses back reflected light which is emitted back towards the emitter
and detected in a like timed interval manner. Chance is working in the frequency domain
by studying the group delays experienced by photons whose intensity is modulated at
different frequencies. Phase images are generated along with intensity image and
familiar Fourier techniques are applied for reconstruction. Gratton et al. have applied for
and received a United Stated patent for the implementation of an ODT system based on
the diffusion of intensity modulated light [5]. Gratton's work stems from Chance's use of
intensity modulation and detection of both phase and intensity modulation for image
reconstruction in the time domain. The use of continuous wave (CW) transillumination
is still being pursued by Yamashita and Beuthan. Yamashita has implemented a line
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scanning method of diaphanography and has shown promising results in clinical
screening for breast cancer [6].
1.3. Purpose:
The current optical diffusion tomography (ODT) data acquisition system in use at
MIT is only capable of measuring intensity changes due to optical absorption and
scattering. The measurements that have been made using this system have shown
promise in the ability of identifying absorbers that have been immersed into highly
scattering homogeneous turbid media but, increased resolution is required to better locate
and specify absorbers within the turbid media. Current trends in developing ODT
systems include the measurement of phase shift as well as intensity in multiplanar
projections which leads to the recovery of three dimensional information of the object
under test. The work that is entailed here will also include the work by scientists at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center on the use of tumor marking dyes. The
development of a dye delivery system where the dye will absorb at a certain wavelength
will help identify tumors within the body. A system which is capable of varying the
modulation intensity of the light source, measuring the change in magnitude and phase is
needed to achieve increased resolution in the data acquired for image reconstruction.
An ODT system will be designed and built to investigate the effects of intensity
modulation of the light source and wavelength of illumination on the resolution of phase
and intensity data. The use of an Intralipid solution will simulate homogeneous tissue
material and various absorbers will be used as the target. The use of various optical
density absorbers, which simulate a tumor marked by a dye, will be examined to
determine the specificity and resolution of the ODT system. From here, the system can
be optimized and trials utilizing heterogeneous phantoms can be investigated.
11
Chapter 2
Theory
The primary direction that this data acquisition system will take is in the area of
the work in transillumination done by Chance and Gratton. The use of transillumination
via light to recover information about objects embedded within a turbid media is based
on the fact that near infrared radiation in the 600-1200 nm range is minimally absorbed
by tissue with the primary absorbers being heme proteins and heme derivatives.
Although the light is minimally absorbed it is highly scattered giving rise to large
effective path lengths. The use of intensity modulated light in the megahertz to gigahertz
range produces small wavelength diffusive waves due to the scattering effectively
reducing the wave velocity. Thus, the treatment of diffusive waves can be examined
through the process of diffusion.
2.1. Diffusion Approximation
The propagation of light in a turbid media can be described mathematically as a
diffusional process. The particles, in this case photons, undergo a large number of
scatterings within the media due to its turbid nature. The use of sinusoidally intensity
modulated light produces coherent diffusive waves which will propagate at a constant
velocity through a homogenous medium.
Fishkin et al. have derived an analytical solution to the diffusion approximation
using one-speed linear transport theory [7]. The solution to the approximation for the
photon density of a sinusoidally intensity modulated point source diffusing spherically is
given by the following equation,
12
4ivr 4ivr LV L f(2 l) (1
-j 3 ( 1 ) +0( )
In (1), r is the distance from source to detector, S = photons/sec, V is the velocity of light
in the medium. 0( and c are medium properties definmed below. £ is a constant phase
shift. From equation (1) the phase shift is given by
v2 a2 (1-c)2 + o02 sin((-tan-1( -))-E
2 VU(G-C)
c= P.
R. + 1
Substituting (3) and (4) into (2) and changing the velocity variable of v to c.m results
2D(r) = r[3(!a +A,)(Cm2I1a2 +(2rf) ] sin i{tanl[ 2f]]
-C. L c.P. j (6)
where [la is the absorption coefficient, I, is scattering coefficient, c. is the speed of
light in the medium, and f is the modulation frequency.
Equation (1) gives the photon density but typically photon intensity is measured and that
is given by the following equation:
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¢(r) = (2)
(3)
(4)
I(r,t) = cmp(r,t)
Combining equations (6) and (1) gives rise to the expressions for the DC and AC
components for photon intensity. Equations (7) and (8) given the DC and AC photon
intensities respectively:
I) (DC)exp(-r(3(!La + a,)))
l((r)= (7)
I (r) =lo (AC)--r 3(g + g. )(CM211 +(27)2)32 cos-1 tan_~ 2 ] (8)
r C, 2 [CjL
The expressions for phase, DC and AC attenuation are dependent on the distance,
modulation frequency, absorption and scattering coefficient. The phase equation (5)
indicates that intensity modulated light maintains phase coherence over distance and
equations (7) and (8) show that low frequency modulated waves are attenuated less.
From equation (1) the wavelength of the diffuse intensity modulated wave can be found
to be the following:
([ v2 a2 (1 C2 +(/ 2 (9)
Assuming that the absorption coefficient is small compared to the scattering coefficient
then equation (9) can be written as:
2x= W (10)
X (0 2v
Equation (10) can be written using the media coefficients as follows
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(6)
x f 4Cm (11)
3f(Pxa + i,)
The velocity of the diffuse wave follows from equation (11) as
V= 4icfcm (12)
3(!a + ls)
The wavelength equation (11) shows that as the scattering coefficient is increased, the
wavelength of the diffuse waves decrease hence resulting in an increase of resolution.
The wavelength of the diffusive wave is not that of the frequency of the light. The
velocity term,V , is the velocity of the diffusive wave and not that of the light in the
media. The absorption coefficient is typically at least two orders of magnitude less than
that of the scattering coefficient for breast tissue and has an inconsequential effect on the
wavelength compared to scattering. The following table summarizes the variable effects
of parameters for diffusive waves in turbid media:
I(ac) , ! 4. 1,
I(dc) $ 4.
V I I.
Table 1. Parameter effect on Diffusion Approximation
Examining Table 1 it is seen that as the frequency is increased the wavelength is
decreased. As mentioned above, a decrease in wavelength results in an increase in
resolution. The effect of a frequency increase also decreases the AC intensity
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exponentially and thus reduces the amount of detectable signal. Hence the tradeoff is to
maximize the resolution to the limits of detection.
Fig. 1. Wavelength vs. Frequency
Figure 1 represents a plot of equation (11) with a scattering coefficient of 98 cm' and an
absorption coefficient of 0.21 cm ' which correspond to healthy breast tissue at a
wavelength of 640 nm [8]. Thus in order to obtain near sub-centimeter wavelengths it
would be necessary to modulate at frequencies near 1 GHz based on the coefficients
stated above for that particular wavelength of light.
An important aspect of using modulation frequencies in the near gigahertz range
is the ability to detect the light over some distance through the media. For the AC
portion of the light of which phase shift and intensity attenuation information is required,
equation (8) can be used to plot penetration depth vs. wavelength for a given attenuation
16
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of the AC portion of the input signal. Assuming that the absorption coefficient is small,
equation (10) can be substituted into equation (8) to yield the following expression
I(AC)exp3rvcosan[ 2cf 1 (13)
r = - -exp -r- cs - tan
IAC(r) 2V 2 Cmga(
The following substitutions are now made to put equation [14] into a form that is related
to attenuation and wavelength,
Io(AC) (14)a-
IAc(r)
k = cos1 tanlC 2 f ]] (15)
This leads to the following expression,
r = a exp(-kr X ) (16)
Equation (14) is the attenuation and (15) is a constant. Taking the log of equation (16)
and rearranging leads to the following equation
ln(a) =rk( A ) (17)
assuming that ln(r) << ln(a). Since k is dependent upon the cosine of the inverse tangent
of the modulation frequency, the parameters of absorption, the speed of light in the
medium, and is a constant, assume it to be unity since for nominal values for tissue and
modulation frequencies the value of k can be rounded to unity for a "ball park" estimate.
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Figure.2. Wavelength vs. Penetration Depth
Figure 2 represents a family of curves for different attenuation factors of the input signal
to the detected output signal. The graph indicates the higher attenuations of the input
signal must be detectable for increased penetration depth and smaller wavelengths.
2.2. Practice and Reality
The diffusion theory predicts the phase shift and attenuation of the sinusoidally
modulated light which passes through the turbid media with certain characteristic optical
parameters. The main objective of optical diffusion tomography is the location of an
object, ie. tumor, embedded within a turbid media. If one is to assume a homogeneous
turbid media as the equivalent to tissue then the diffusion theory predicts a constant
phase shift and attenuation for a given constant thickness of tissue. With this idea in
mind it can be reasoned that an embedded object will cause a phase shift, either positive
or negative based on its equivalent index of refraction, and an intensity attenuation. Fig.
3. indicates the path of the diffuse wave of light in an overhead view:
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Figure 3. Paths of Light
In Figure 3, now consider the diffuse waves of light in its dual existence of that of
particles. The particles of Fig. 3A, ie. photons, which are not absorbed must now take a
longer path length around the object thus increasing its phase. Likewise, for the Fig. 3B,
the phase could either be delayed or advanced due to the index of refraction of the
material.
The detection of the change in phase and the intensity can be considered in the
following manner based on the use of sinusoidally intensity modulated light. Figure 4
below represents the phase and intensity data which would be representative at a certain
point through the turbid media.
I
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Figure 4. Phase shift and intensity attenuation of a reference wave and signal wave.
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The reference signal Y-scale of Fig. 4 is on the left and is normalized. The scale on the
right is for the detected signal at a distance of 50 mm. The detected signal values are
relative to the normalized source values. This plot was generated with equations (2) and
(8) with gs = 12.9 cm1l and [a = 0.053 cm', at a frequency of 150 MHz with an index
of refraction n =1.4. The parameters of scattering and absorption are experimental data
from Chance et al. for 1% Intralipid concentrations. [9] [10].
Equations (7) and (8), which give the AC and DC intensities, are plotted in the
following figures to give an indication of the amount of attenuations that will occur using
the values of scattering and absorption for real tissue and for a 1% Intralipid solution,
which is used in this experiment.
Figure. 5. Attenuation vs Distance for Breast Tissue
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Figs. 5 and 6 represent the theoretical data given by the diffusion equations. The
parameters used to generate Figs. 5 and 6 are taken from experiments conducted by
Chance et al. and Berg et al. Note that the parameters used for Fig.6 were generated by
two different wavelengths of light. The scattering coefficient was measured at 760 nm
and the absorption coefficient was measured at 754 nm. According to Chance et al, 1%
Intralipid absorption coefficients can vary from 0.00095 mm" to 0.0057 mmn. These
coefficients impact heavily on the outcome of the diffusion equations since the
parameters are in the exponential term. Figure 5 was plotted with parameters taken at
640 nm and thus it is difficult to compare the two graphs due to the acquisition of the
parameters at the different wavelengths.
In Fig. 5 for the real breast tissue it is interesting to see that the large absorption
coefficient dominates the attenuation. Noticeable differences in the attenuation does not
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come until frequencies of 500 MHz or greater. Once again, it should be noted that these
plots are only representative of the parameters used. As stated above, there are large
variations in media parameters for the same concentrations of Intralipid as evidenced by
the published materials. Thus, these graphs should be viewed an indicator of trends in
attenuation and not for their actual values. The system described in this thesis will
operate at a wavelength of 790 nm and thus the parameters for scattering and absorption
will be different from those stated.
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Chapter 3
System Design:
The primary objective is the recovery of attenuated sinusoidally modulated light
that has traveled through a turbid media. Figure 7, next page, represents the overall
system block diagram which will generate the sinusoidally intensity modulated light,
detect the attenuated light, and acquire the information for phase and magni:tde. The
operating specifications of the system are as follows:
Intensity Modulation Frequency: 100 - 200 MHz (sinusoidal)
Heterodyned Frequency: 500 Hz
Light source wavelength: 790 nm
Light source DC power output: 7.5 milliwatts
Light source AC power output: 5 milliwatts
3.1. Overview of System
The system consists of two data channels which represent the reference signal and
the signal which is detected through the media. Each channel is based on the phase
synchronous signals generated by two phase locked signal generators. These phase
synched signals, fl and f2, are then split respectively into two sets of the two signal
frequencies. One signal from each of the split sets is then provided to mixer 1 with fl
being the RF signal input and f2 being the local oscillator input, see Fig. 7, and the
mixer's output, IF, has been heterodyned down to the difference frequency of the two
signals. The signal is low pass filtered to remove unwanted frequency components and
amplified for acquisition.
The other set of signals from the splitters takes a much different path. The signal
fl is terminated into an RF gain stage. This RF amplifier provides the drive signal to
modulate a semiconductor laser diode's light output. The laser diode is biased at a DC
optical output level
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and the modulation signal provided by the RF amplifier is summed with this DC signal
such that the light level output is non-zero. The light is then collimated by the laser
diode's optics and directed onto the tissue phantom. The light will now travel through
the tissue phantom as described by the diffusion approximation.
As the light emerges from the tissue phantom it is received by a photodiode
detector. The photodiode's output is AC coupled into two cascaded RF gain stages to
provide gain to the received signal. Once the signal has been amplified, it is put into the
RF port of mixer 2 and the local oscillator port of mixer 2 is connected to the signal f2.
The output signal on the intermediate frequency, ie. IF, port is then amplified and narrow
band filtered for acquisition.
The relative difference in the phase between the two channels represents phase
shift from the reference to the detected signal. This relative difference in phase is the
sum of the hardware phase shifts through components and the phase through the media.
The phase difference should be constant if the distance from the source to the detector is
held constant, the width of the media to be tested is of a constant thickness, and the
system hardware is not changed. Thus, this provides a baseline measure of phase and
any changes from this baseline will be caused by an absorber of some type within the
media.
A reference magnitude was not included into this system in order to reduce
system complexity. The detector's sensitivity is specified such that the output of the
laser can be measured before an object is placed into the light path which yields the
reference magnitude. The DC output of the laser diode is stabilized by feedback and the
injected signal is controlled by the signal generator. Thus, the output of the laser diode is
controlled and fixed. The reference phase is generated electronically through the use of
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an additional mixer. This mixer uses the same phase synchronized signals from the
signal generators and heterodynes the reference wave into the base band of interest. Any
additional phase shift via the mixer and any other associated hardware is fixed. This
signal is now used as the reference phase and the additional use of a reference
photodetector is not necessary. The magnitude of the detected signal is measured by a
"before and after" technique. As will be described later in Chapter 5, a measurement is
made before an absorber is placed into the media and another measure after the absorber
is inserted.
3.1.1. Subsystems
The system can be broken into four major subsections: radio frequency
generation, heterodyning and amplification, sinusoidal intensity modulation of a laser
light source, analog signal processing, and analog/digital data acquisition storage and
signal processing. Each of these sections will be examined in detail as to its operation in
the overall system.
3.1.1.1. Radio frequency generation, mixing, amplification, and termination
The radio frequency, RF, generation is handled by a pair Hewlett Packard
HP8586 Signal Generators. These generators are programmable in the 0.1 to 990 MHz
range and its outputs can be programmed from -127dBm to +13dBm'. Since the phase
information of the signals of interest must be acquired it is necessary to phase lock the
two function generators together. The time base output of one of the generators is
connected to the input of the other insuring that the time bases are phase locked to one
master clock.
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dBm refers to milliwatt on 50 ohms.
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The output signals from each of the generators are split into two outputs with a
loss of 3dBm from the set output of the signal generators, ie. the power of the signal is
divided evenly into the two outputs. From this point the signals are driven into RF
mixers to produce the heterodyned signals for later processing.
RF Mixers
RF mixers are three port devices of which two are inputs and one is an output. A
symbolic representation is shown in Figure 8.
RF IF
LO
Figure 8. RF mixer schematic representation
The LO port is the Local Oscillator port and is the larger input of the two input signals.
The other input signal, RF, is the typically quite low compared to that of the LO. In
typical applications, such as communication receiver systems, the RF port will contain
many frequencies. The output is the IF, Intermediate Frequency, port and is typically a
single frequency output based on the inputs of the RF and LO ports. The function of the
mixer is to perform a multiplication of the RF and LO signals in the time domain. In the
frequency domain a multiplication in the time domain is convolution [11]. Thus, if the
two input signals, RF and LO, are single tone, ie. one frequency, there will be two
possible output frequencies at the IF port. The convolution will produce both the sum
and the difference of the RF and LO frequencies. The sum is known as the upper
sideband and the difference is the lower sideband. The lower sideband contains the phase
and magnitude information but has been heterodyned down to a frequency which is
easily processed.
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Although only the lower sideband is of interest, the upper sideband and the
spurious outputs due to the mixing of the harmonics of the RF and IF signals are not of
interest but must be considered. Typically the spurious signal that would be of most
concern in this case is the 2,2 product, ie. the second harmonics of the LO and RF signals
mixing. The harmonics typically are either present with the input signals or created by
the higher order transfer function of the mixer itself [12]. The spurious outputs are
typically much lower, ie. <40dBm, of the signals of interest. For the signals of interest
of 100-200 MHz and a 500 Hz lower sideband output the 2,2 product is at 1 KHz and can
be filtered out easily along with the other signals outside the frequency of interest.
The RF mixer that was chosen was a type 7 MCM-10514 double balanced diode
ring type mixer from Mini-Circuits. The type indicates the LO drive level of +7dBm.
The specifications are summarized in Table 2 below.
Frequency Range RF, LO inputs 0.5 MHz - 500 MHz
Noise Figure 8 dB
Insertion Loss 8 dB
Frequency Range IF port DC - 250 MHz
Table 2. MCM-10514 specification
RF Amplification
The amplification for the laser diode and the output signal of the photodiode are
provided by wideband RF amplifiers. These amplifiers are Mini-Circuit ZFL-50OLN RF
amplifiers with the following specifications:
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Frequency Range 0.1 - 500 MHz
Gain 24 dB +/- 0.3dB over frequency range
Noise Figure 2.9 dB
DC power +15 VDC / 60 mA
Table 3. ZFL-50OLN RF specifications
These RF amplifiers are designed to have a low gain but a very wide bandwidth at the
expense of high power consumption and are terminated to 50 ohms for input and output.
In the system block diagram, Fig. 7, one of these amplifiers is used to drive the
laser diode with the sinusoidal signal. Although an amplifier of this type is not necessary
for this application it was convenient since the amplifier provides a level of isolation
from the signal generator and is impedance matched in both its input and output. The
issue of coherent noise is also addressed with the use of a local amplifier as it reduces the
amount of any noise that might be transmitted by the shields of the connecting coaxial
cables.
Referring back to Fig. 7, two of these amplifiers are cascaded to amplify the
detected signal of the photodiode. These two amplifiers provide a power gain of
approximately +48 dB to the detected signal.
Termination
RF equipment is typically terminated into 50 ohms and the transmission lines are
also typically of 50 ohm impedance. The impedance matching is required at these high
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frequencies due to the fact that standing waves could be set up due to the reflections
caused by impedance mismatches. The mismatches are detrimental to system
performance since reflections could cause interference with the actual signal being
transmitted over the line. All of the components used in the system, ie. mixers, RF
amplifiers, are of the 50 ohm terminated impedance both input and output. The coaxial
cable used is Type RG58-U which is has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms.
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3.1.1.2 Sinusoidal Intensity Modulation of a Laser Light Source
The intensity modulated light used to illuminate the tissue material is generated
by a semiconductor laser diode. The laser diode's output is collimated such that the
illumination source can be considered a point source. The requirements are that the laser
driver's output level must be kept at a constant optical output level and that the
modulation will be derived by the function generator output.
The semiconductor laser chosen was the Sharp LT-027 10 milliwatt laser diode
with a peak output wavelength of 790 nm. The laser package also includes a monitor
PIN photodiode which was characterized by the manufacturer. Laser diodes optical
output is directly proportional to current, but the optical output changes due to aging and
temperature variations, the latter of which is the most critical since the temperature will
change due to self heating of the device while in operation. With the use of the
integrated PIN photodiode in the same package as the laser the use of a feedback loop
can stabilize the optical output. The manufacturer specifies both the gain of the laser
diode and the gain of the PIN photodiode. From these specifications a simple feedback
circuit is used to maintain a steady DC optical output.
The following is a block diagram for the laser driver circuit:
Vref Poptical
Figure 9. Laser Driver Block Diagram
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For the circuit in Appendix A. Fig 2. (all circuit component designations refer to the
Appendix figure) the laser driver dynamics can be written and the analyzed via
parameters given by the manufacturer. The following equations define the transfer
equations in the block diagram of Fig. 9,
1 1 (18)a(s)= * * KL8)
R3Cls R4
f(s)=Kp R5 (19)1+ sR5 C2
from the manufacturer specifications: KL = 0. 2667 watts
A
Kp = 3. 33
watt
the loop transmission would then be
LT (s) = a(s)* f(s)= 740 6 (20)
s(1 + 3x10-6 s)
solving for the crossover frequency gives approximately 100 Hz with a phase margin of
89.87 degrees.
The capacitor C2 and R5 low pass filters the voltage developed across the resistor
by the output current generated by the photodiode. The R5 and C2 would place a pole at
approximately 53 KHz for a nominal value of R5. The high frequency ripple that is
produced due to the external modulation must be rolled off such that it will not affect the
DC output level. From the loop transmission there is greater than 45 degrees of phase
margin and the loop is stable. The integrator formed by the opamp and C1 insures that
there will be zero steady state error, thus a stable DC output level.
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The adjustment of the reference voltage will set the DC output level and the
feedback loop will drive the diode to the required optical output level in reference to the
PIN photodiode current. The back biased PIN photodiode generates a current from the
laser diode output and the feedback voltage is developed across the resistor connected to
the anode of the photodiode.
Intensity Modulation of the Laser Output
The LT027 laser diode has a specified frequency response of nearly 1GHz over
its full power output range of 10 milliwatts. The intensity modulation is derived from a
connection to one of the RF signal generators. The amount of modulation is set by the
output of the signal generators and the RF amplifier that is between the signal generator
and the laser driver module. The RF amplifier that was used is a wide band RF
amplifier model ZFL-50OLN from Mini-Circuits. The purpose of this amplifier is to
reduce the amount of RF energy that has to be transmitted across the coax cable which
connects the generator to the laser driver. This reduction in transmitted energy reduces
the amount of coherent RF interference that might be picked up by the detector and its
associated down converter hardware.
The modulated signal is injected via a 47 ohm terminating resistor which is in
series with the forward biased laser diode. The laser diode has an "on" resistance of
approximately 3ohms at its DC operating point of 7.5 milliwatts and gives the RF
amplifier a 50 ohm termination for its output. The gain of the RF amplifier is +24 dB
and its input from the RF generator is set to
-17 dBm to give a 5 milliwatt output.
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3.1.1.3. Analog Signal Processing
At the output of the RF mixers are the 500 Hz signals that contain the phase and
magnitude information. These signals must be amplified and subsequently acquired for
later processing. The circuit schematic for the two channels are in Appendix A. Figs 1
and 5 and are the detected signal channel and the reference channel respectively. Figure
10 shows the block diagram for both channels.
--S500o
t
A. Reference Signal Channel
500
t
B. Detected Signal Channel
Figure 10. Block representation of both (A) Reference and (B) Detected signals
As discussed in a previous section, the output of the RF mixers contain the 500
Hz signal of interest as well as spurious signal which are not desired. The low level of
the 500 Hz signals are initially amplified and then filtered and amplified again for final
acquisition.
Reference channel
The reference channel has a signal level input which is constant and is set by the
signal generator's outputs. Thus it is only necessary to provide enough gain to amplify
the signal to a reasonable level for acquisition. The front end gain stage is a non-
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inverting configuration operational amplifier (refer to Appendix A. Figure 5 for circuit
schematic). Since the input signal is only 500 Hz it is not necessary to have a very wide
bandwidth operational amplifier, but it is important to have a low noise amplifier. The
offset of the amplifier is also of little importance since the signal of interest is purely AC,
but the input from the mixer is high pass filtered with a single pole cutoff set at
approximately 100Hz to remove any DC offset. The front end gain for the reference
channel is set at 201 and is defined by the circuit designation U1 on the schematic.
The filter which follows is a Burr Brown universal active filter, UAF42. The
filter, shown in the schematic, is configured as a 3rd order Butterworth lowpass filter
with a cutoff frequency of I KHz with a gain of 1. The circuit values were generated
using Burr Brown's filter design program with the appropriate filtering values. The
output of the filter is high pass filtered to remove any DC offset before reaching the final
gain stage. The high pass filter is the same as that in the first stage's input.
The last stage is similar to the first with the exception of the potentiometer in the
feedback path. This gain stage is defined by the U2 in the schematic and the
potentiometer allows the output level of the reference signal to be set to a reasonable
level for acquisition. Thus, the equation that governs the output in the passband of this
channel is given by the following:
Referece in (dB) 3
Vp_p(Re ference _out) = 603 * 242*(10 lo 50) (21)
The output of this channel with a reference input of approximately -28dBm is
approximately 5 volts peak to peak with the gain of the last stage set to 3. Once set, this
channel is not adjusted again except for a change in the output from the signal generators.
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Circuit noise generated by the circuit components themselves are of concern and
must be examined as to their effect on the measurement. In the reference channel, the
circuit contains resistors which generate thermal noise, operational amplifiers which have
current and voltage noise, and the noise from the mixer. The noise for the mixer can be
computed from its noise figure as a ratio to the thermal noise of a 50 ohm resistor at T=
300 degrees Kelvin. Thus, for the mixer used,
V2,(5) = (4kT(5OQ)Af) (volts 2) (22)
Noise _Figure (dB)
V2 er= 10 10 * 2n(0 (volts 2) (23)
The bandwidth considered for this channel will be set by the low pass filter which is 1
KHz to the output of the filter. After the filter the noise bandwidth of the last stage is
equal to the gain bandwidth product of the amplifier divided by the gain of the last stage,
resulting in a noise bandwidth of approximately 200 KHz. Using equation (23) the input
noise from the mixer with a noise figure of 8 dB is found to be approximately 71 nVrms
with an output after the gain stages of 42.8 g Vrms. The total circuit noise output of
Appendix A, Figure 5 has been calculated to be 538 Vrms. Both of these figures are
actually lowered due to the method of sampling and signal processing to be discussed
later in Section 3.1.1.4. Thus, the output noise due to the mixer is 1.89 p Vrms and the
circuit output noise is now 23.78 g Vrms. Since the input level of the signal is at -
28dBm which corresponds to an 8.9 mVrms signal, the noise is insignificant compared to
that of the output signal of approximately 1.77 Vrms. A narrow band filter was not used
in this channel since the input signal is fixed and large compared to that of the noise.
Thus, the S/N of this channel is fixed to approximately 97 dB at the output of the
channel.
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Detected Signal Channel
The input to the detected signal channel consists of a PIN photodiode, two RF
amplifiers, a mixer, and a low frequency gain/filtering section. The circuit schematic can
be found in Appendix A, fig. 3. The PIN photodetector used was an EG&G HFD-1100
ultra-fast photodiode/opamp. The opamp in the device was not suitable since it did not
have the required bandwidth for this application. The specifiLtions given are
summarized in Table 4 below.
Responsitivity 0.58A/W at 790 nm
Bandwidth 350 MHz into 50 ohms
Capacitance 10 pF
Dark Current 25 nA
Series Resistance 20 ohms
Table 4. HFD- 1100 Photodiode specifications
The PIN photodiode is reverse biased so the that the junction field strength is
increased which in turn accelerates the electron/hole pairs giving faster transit times. It
also reduces the junction capacitance hence improving the frequency response of the
photodiode [13]. It is apparent from the specifications of Table 4, that this photodiode
will meet the speed requirements. The responsitivity is typical for that of a silicon
photodetector.
The amplifiers used in this section are the Mini Circuits RF wideband amplifiers
which have a 50 ohm input. The circuit schematic for this photodiode section is in
Appendix A, Figure 3. The circuit shows the photodiode at a +80 volts reverse bias with
the anode AC coupled to a BNC connector. A coax cable connects this point to the input
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of the first RF amplifier. The photodiode output is essentially shorted to the 50 ohm input
of the first amplifier at 150 MHz. The next stage is another RF amplifier providing
additional gain before driving into the mixer.
The limiting factor for the sensitivity of the system is primarily dependent on two
factors: the photodiode noise, ,Which is generated within the photodiode, and the noise of
the first stage of amplification. The following are the noise analysis figures calculated.
The assumption is made that a 10 Hz bandwidth for noise is used due to the bandpass
filter in the low frequency section. The bandpass filter was designed with the same
programmable Burr Brown active filters as in the reference channel. The bandpass
center frequency was set to 500 Hz with a bandwidth of 10OHz.
Photodiode noise:
The photodiode noise is primarily due to the dark current, which gives rise to a
shot noise and the internal series resistance. The dark current, I(dark) = 25 nA, generates
11.8 pVrms of noise and the source resistance of 20 ohms generates 12.0 pVrms of noise.
The noise is calculated for a bandwidth of 10 Hz. The noise can be summed by the
square root of the squares of the individual noise sources since they are independent for a
total noise of 16.82 pVrms. This is the noise into the first stage amplifier.
RF amplifier noise:
The amplifier equivalent input referred noise is given by its noise figure, which in
this case is 2.9 dBm as given by the specifications for this amplifier. The noise is
calculated using equation (24). This gives a value of 3.9 nVrms input referred noise in a
10 Hz bandwidth. The noise for the RF front end is defined by that of the first stage
amplifier and can be shown by calculating the equivalent noise figure for the two RF
amplifiers and the mixer. Figure 11 shows the configuration.
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NF = 2.9 dB NF = 2.9 dB
Gain = +24 dB Gain = +24 dB
Nt = S ab
Gain = -8dB
Figure 11. Block diagram for noise figure calculation
The equivalent noise figure for series connected stages, such as the block diagram in fig.
9, is given by the following equations [14],
NF mixer -1 (24)
NFA2+mixer = NFA2 + Gain (A2)/1010 Gain (A2)/10
NFA 2+ mixer -1 (25)
system NF Al+ 10 Gain (Al)/10
Substituting for the values into (24) and (25) the noise figure for Fig. 9 is 2.91 dB.
Thus, the noise of the first stage essentially sets the noise for the system, in this case 3.9
nVrms. The insertion loss of the mixer will not affect the noise figure but will be
included to calculate the overall system sensitivity.
Low Frequency amplification and filtering
The back end of the detected signal channel is very similar to that of the reference
channel. It is composed of a gain stage, a filter, and another gain stage. The only
difference is that the filter is a narrow band fourth order Butterworth 10 Hz bandpass
filter centered at 500 Hz. The filtering is used to reduce the noise bandwidth and detect
only the frequency of interest. The circuit schematic in Appendix A. Fig. 1. shows the
topology of the circuit. The first amplifier, identified as U1, is configured as a non-
inverting amplifier with a gain 201. The next two devices, U2 and U3, comprise the
programmable filters from Burr Brown. The filters are centered at 500 Hz with a 10 Hz
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bandwidth. The last stage is similar to the input stage with the exception of the
potentiometer to adjust the gain for the measurement. The two amplification stages have
first order high pass filters to remove any DC offsets and low frequency noise below
approximately 100 Hz. The output noise of this section of circuitry due to resistors and
operational amplifier noise has been calculated to be 87.8 g Vrms. This figure includes
the reduction gained by averaging and signal processing.
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Total Circuit Noise of Detected Signal Channel
All of the noise sources are now examined to determine the main limiting noise
on the detectability of incident power onto the photodiode. All of the values calculated
from the previous sections are converted such that the noise is all input referred to the
input of the first RF amplifier and these values tabulated in Table 5 below.
Photodiode 16.82 pVrms noise to the input of first RF
amplifier
RF amplifier/mixer 3.9 nVrms input referred to first RF amplifier
Low frequency amps/filter 43.24 pVrms output noise referred to first RF
amplifier
Table. 5. Circuit noise in the detected signal channel
The noise of the RF amplifier is the limiting factor in the detectability. Using the noise
value for the RF amplifier as the system's minimum detectable signal leads to a value of
-155 dBm. Referring the noise to the final output gives a value of approximately 8
mVrms which corresponds to 23 mVp-p. Given that the maximum output of the last
stage operational amplifier is +/-12 volts, the dynamic range of the system is 60.3 dB.
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3.1.1.4. Data Acquisition and Signal Processing
Data Acquisition
The data from the two channels, Reference and Detected Signal, must be captured
and stored for later processing. This task is accomplished by the use of an HP 154503A
Digital Oscilloscope. Initially the data acquisition was to be accomplished by a custom
built 12-bit A/D converter board controlled by a 386 PC. This method was abandoned
due to the limitations of the board design and the real-time inadequacy of the 386 PC. A
brief description of the design of this board and its software are discussed in the
conclusion.
The oscilloscope probes were connected to the outputs of the individual channels
and they were AC coupled to remove any DC offsets. The oscilloscope uses an 8 bit A/D
converter whose input range is selected via the scope's vertical scale adjustment. The
use of signal averaging was used to improve the resolution by reducing the noise via
averaging. Assuming that the noise input from the system is white, then the time average
of the noise is zero. Given that the digital oscilloscope samples and can store previous
values, it is possible to average the input signal and reduce the noise. The noise will be
reduced by a factor of 1, where n is the number of averages [15]. The oscilloscope
used has the ability to average incoming signals and is set to 256. Since the input signals
from the two channels are steady state sine waves at 500 Hz, the noise on top of these
signals is reduced by a factor of 16. The use of averaging will now yield a resolution of
12 bits.
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Both channels are set to 500 Hz and are phase synchronized by the signal
generators. The trigger of the scope sets the absolute phase accuracy of the system since
it controls when the scope actually acquires the waveform. The phase accuracy of the
scope was experimentally found to be +/- 0.2 degrees. Thus, this sets the measurement
to measurement phase resolution.
The time base of the oscilloscope was set to 200 uS/div which will captur,
exactly one cycle of the 500 Hz reference and detected signals. The scope samples at
250 Ksample/sec at this time base setting and acquires 500 samples during one sweep.
Signal Processing
From the data collected, the following information of magnitude and phase of the
500 Hz signals must be computed. The data which is recorded via the oscilloscope is a
finite set of points which describes the 500 Hz signals. The Fourier transform of a signal
x(t) is defined as follows:
X(f) = x(t)e-2dt (26)
from which the amplitude and phase of every frequency can be obtained from x(t). Since
the output of the oscilloscope is not continuous but composed of a discrete number of
samples, the discrete finite transform, DFT, must be used. The following defines the
DFT:
M-1 2
XD(nQ2) = ,x(kAt)e-ja,n = 0,1,..,M -1, =- (27)
--k=O MAt
where M is the total number of samples in the record and At is the sampling interval.
The primary difference between the two transforms is that X(f) has an infinite spectral
resolution whereas XD (nQ2) has a discrete resolution of Af = 1 / MAt because of the finite
number of discrete samples. Another important difference arises when there are a
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nonintegral number of cycles of x(t) taken during the sampling of the signal. The DFT
assumes that the record will repeat with a period of MAt, which satisfies the requirement
that x(t) be continuous for all time in order for the Fourier transform and DFT to be
applicable. Thus, if the starting point and the ending point for the sampled data are not
synchronized for a nonintegral number of cycles then, this will cause spectral
components of x(t)to be "smeared" in the DFT [16].
Fortunately the sampling of the 500 Hz signal occurred at integral number of
cycles due to the use of the reference channel as the trigger for the scope. As mentioned
above, the phase resolution was measured to be +/-0.2 degrees. Thus, there were
virtually no discontinuities at the starting and ending points of the collected data. This
fact leads to the ability to use the DFT directly without the use of windowing functions,
such as a Hanning window, to weight the points in the middle of the record more than
those of the ends in order to provide better resolution for amplitude and phase
information while minimizing the "smearing" effect. For our particular case the
sampling was accomplished at 250 Ksamples/sec giving 500 samples per cycle of the
downconverted signal. For n = 1 , the 500Hz component of the wave form will be
computed by the DFT. Since this is our frequency of interest the DFT provides both the
magnitude and the phase.
MATLAB was used to perform the Fourier transforms on the collected data files.
The phase and magnitude plots were generated by taking the waveforms of the reference
and detected signal channels before the absorber was inserted and their respective DFT's
were computed and stored. The waveforms after the absorber was put in are then read
and processed in the same manner and stored. The difference between the two sets of
magnitude and data are then computed and plotted.
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The Fourier transform also helps in terms of the broadband noise signal.
Spectrally noise captured along with the signal of interest is reduced due to the discrete
nature of the transform. The DFT breaks the spectrum into 500 equal points of
frequencies 500 Hz apart in this particular experiment. Figure 12 illustrates the
reduction,
Discrete Transform
Bandwidth
o 0 Noise in transform
rA
Frequency 'BW
Figure 12. Broadband Noise Passed in DFT
The portion of the broadband noise, voltage wise, that will be in the discrete Fourier
transform is given by the following equation,
DVFn = V rms (w 1 \(28)
Bw
As mentioned in the noise calculations performed for the reference and detector signal
channels this effect was included where broadband noise was present at the output of the
channels. Narrow band noise is not helped by this effect since it is less than that of the
transform bandwidth.
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Chapter 4
System Verification
4.1. Heterodyning
The system works on the premise that phase and magnitude information that is
gathered at the modulation frequencies between 100 - 200 MHz will be heterodyned
down into the lower sideband, ie. difference frequency. The following is data taken at a
modulation frequency of 200.00000 MHz and mixed with a frequency of 200.00050
MHz giving a difference of 500 Hz. The detector was not blocked by any media and the
laser was aimed directly at the detector window.
Phase Shift vs Distance
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Figure 13. Phase plot for system verification
The laser was moved an inch at a time and the output of reference channel and the
detector channel were measured for the relative phase shift in time of the waveforms.
Figure 13 indicates that the phase information is preserved after the heterodyning
process. The deviations from the theoretical measure are possibly due to the fact that the
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laser was not translated in an ideal fashion. The assumption made for the theoretical
value is that of the speed of light is 3 x 10 8 m/sec.
4.2. Laser Diode Output
The output of the laser diode was set at a DC level of 7.5 milliwatts and the AC
level was set as a function of the output of the signal generator. The DC output was set
to 7.5 milliamps by adjusting the potentiometer in the laser driver until the integrated
PIN photodiode in the laser package measured 25 milliamps through the potentiometer.
The AC level was measured by putting in a +7dBm (5 milliwatts) signal at 150 MHz
into the laser driver. The output of the photodiode was connected to an Hewlett Packard
HP8568 RF Spectrum Analyzer. The power level indicated that -12.90 dBm was being
detected at the modulating frequency. The sensitivity of the photodiode at the laser diode
wavelength of 790 nm is 0.58 amps/watt. A hand held infra-red scope was used to
determine the amount of the laser beam pattern that fell onto the active area of the
photodiode. This examination revealed that the detector area was fully enveloped by the
laser beam with roughly half of the beam falling outside the detector's active area. The
following approximates the AC output power of the laser:
Pout = 1.72 10(dB /10 )-3 * 50 1 (29)
a 50 0.9
The first term is the sensitivity of the photodiode, the second term is the current (rms) of
the detected signal, the factor of 2 is for the light not detected and the last term is for the
10% optical loss by the collimating optics of the laser diode as specified by the
manufacturer. Thus, the AC power output is approximately 3.9 milliwatts. Although
this is not the 5 milliwatts injected into the laser diode driver, the photodiodes frequency
response is most likely rolling off giving a less than expected output to the RF analyzer.
The author has found that repositioning the laser diode beam can alter the reading on the
RF analyzer by as much as 1-2 dB. The following section indicates that an relative
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change of -1.39 dB is shown as the response of the photodiode rolls off from mid-band to
150 MHz. Thus, with this correction the apparent output power is now approximately
4.5 milliwatts.
4.3. Photodiode Frequency Response
The photodiode frequency response was measured and plotted below. The laser
driver's modulation input power was set to 6 milliwatts.
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Figure. 14. HFD- 1100 Frequency Response
Figure 14 shows that the actual -3 dB point for the photodiode is at approximately 180
MHz. Since the system is intended to operate at a static frequency the roll off is of little
importance with the exception of operating outside of the mid-band of the device which
would decrease the gain.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedure:
5.1. Hardware Configuration
Plexiglas tanks of various depths were used to test the data acquisition system.
The tank dimensions were 100 mm x 75 mm x 15, 25, 40, and 50 mm with the later
being the width(s). The absorbing rods that were used were of 0.3 mm, 0.9 mm, and 3
mm. All of the rods were inserted into the center of the tanks, width wise, and every
measurement was taken in this configuration. The diagram below indicates the
approximate equipment placement:
Absorber
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Figure 15. Measurement equipment configuration
The laser and the detector are aligned such that the collimated beam is aimed
directly at the photodiode's lens. Once the alignment is done the laser and detector are
left stationery. The tank rests on a stage that can be moved in the z - direction as
indicated by the coordinate system at the right of Fig. 15.
A 1% solution of Intralipid was used as the media and the tank was filled nearly
to the top. The absorber is then placed into the center of the tank, ie. in the x- direction.
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The measurements are made after an adjustment is made to the output of the detected
signal channel in the electronics. The gain, via the potentiometer R(Adjust), must be
adjusted when the laser and photodiode are aligned with no absorber in the tank. The
gain adjustment must be done so that the output signal level does not saturate the last
stage amplifier. The gain adjustment is needed due to the different tank configurations
causing large changes in the strength of the transmitted signal through tL, media and
once it is set it will cannot be changed during the measurements of a particular tank size.
The output signal is observed with an oscilloscope and the previous adjustments
mentioned are made accordingly.
The reference channel is also adjusted via the HP oscilloscope by the same means
as the detected signal channel. As described in a previous section, this output should be
in the 5 volts peak-to-peak range. The trigger of the oscilloscope is triggered by the
reference channel since it is a stable output dependent only on the signal generators.
The stage is scanned in the z - direction and a measurement is taken every 1 mm.
The scan is started with the laser and detector to one side of the absorber and ends on the
other side. The typical scan distance was either 40 mm or 60 mm. The data was
captured with the digitizing oscilloscope's waveform memory. The signals were set on a
256 sample average and captured into separate memories. The reference channel and
detected signal channel had to be measured with the absorber before it was placed into
the tank and measured after so that a difference measurement could later be generated
from the data correctly. Since the stage only had a translation distance of 10 mm and had
to be moved by hand for a greater scan distance, ie. 40 - 60 mm, it was necessary to take
the "before and after" measurements at every point before moving the stage. The data
was captured over the GPIB interface of the oscilloscope into an HP workstation for
storage and processing.
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The final setting for the equipment used in the experimental setup are listed in
Table 6.
Signal Generator 1 (f 1) -17 dBm Frequency is adjusted
accordingly
Signal Generator 2 (f2) +7 dBm Frequency is adjusted
accordingly
Oscilloscope 200 uS/DIV Vertical scale adjusted
accordingly
Table. 6. Equipment settings
Once the data was captured, it was processed via MATLAB to extract the
magnitude and phase data for the various absorber sizes and tank dimensions. Table 6. is
a list of the graphical data that the measurements produced and where they can be found
in the Appendix B:
1 0.3 50 150
2 0.3 25 150
3 0.3 15 150
4 0.3. 50 200
5 0.3 25 200
6 0.9 50 150
7 0.9 40 150
8 0.9 25 150
9 3 50 150
10 3 25 150
11 3 25 200
Table 7. Measurements taken by ODT system5nc 0.3 25t 200atrd i a rcsedvaMTA t xrc 
magntu6 0n hs aafrtevrosasre ie n akdmnin.9 50b 150i
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5.2. Experimental Results
The data are highlighted in Table 7 below. The maximum values for phase and
magnitude change represent the location of the absorber. Where there is only a "-"
symbol represents that the data was unintelligible
x.i~::~~::i·j~~:~'~''"':'':: :' ~ j ~~5 mSS zr · ---. .... .. 
1 0.3 50 150 - .15
2 0.3 25 150 1 -13
3 0.3 15 150 1 -16
4 0.3 50 200 -
5 0.3 25 200 2.8 -13
6 0.9 50 150 - -20
7 0.9 40 150 1.5 -20
8 0.9 25 150 2 -24
9 3 50 150 7 . 45
10 3 25 150 5 -58
11 3 25 200 7 -62
Table 8. Extrapolated data from plots (Figs. 1 -11)
The actual plots, located in Appendix B, show discontinuities typically at
multiples of 10 mm. This was due to the fact that the stage used to move the sample was
not ideally positioned for the next set of samples to be taken.
The data in Table 7 shows that sub-millimeter rods are locatable through 50 cm
of medium (see entry of Fig. 1 in Table 7). The phase data was inconclusive as to the
location of the absorber. The limit resolution was reached with this sample since the
point to point variations were approaching a third of the overall magnitude change. Figs
10 and 11 are two plots for two identical physical configurations of tank width and
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absorber size. The frequency was increased from 150 MHz to 200 MHz from Fig. 10 to
11 and the phase measurement increased by a factor of 1/3 which corresponds directly to
the 1/3 increase in the modulation frequency. This result shows that the relative phase
measurement performed is a valid measure.
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6. Conclusions
6.1. Experimental Results and Data
From the diffusion theory it is assumed that smaller wavelengths are needed to
detect smaller absorbers. From the data taken at 150 MHz, which should produce
wavelengths in the 1% Intralipid media on the order of 7 cm, it is clear that sub-
millimeter ot'-cts are locatable. In the measurements made a 0.3 mm absorber was
clearly identified within a 25 mm and a 50 mm slab of Intralipid material. Another
coincidence is that the shadow, ie. intensity null, of the absorber is always approximately
40 mm wide regardless of the absorber width. Patterson et al. have obtained
experimental data which show the same shadow size for a lcm absorbing rod in a
measurement system similar to the system described by this thesis [17].
Dete
Figure 16. Illustration of an absorber in a plane of varying intensities
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The phenomenon above might be explained by the fact that the absorbers that
were used were rods rather than small objects, such as ball bearings or the like,
suspended within the medium. The rods will absorb light along its entire cross sectional
area leading to a measure based more on the resolution of area rather than width of the
absorber. Figure 16 shows the effect of an absorber at a constant planer distance D from
the source moving across a plane of continuously varying intensities within the medium.
This assumption is similar to the situation where the absorbing rod is located at a distance
D from either side of the tank, ie. in the middle. As the distance r from the center
increases within the plane, the intensities decrease. The intensity at this plane as a
function of r is given by the following equation,
IAC-at-Plane(r) = ID2 + r2-t] (30)
Equation (30) is given by diffusion equation, ie. equation (8), where the constants have
been replaced by the term K parameters . Figure 17 plots equation (30) for r varying
between -25 mm and 25 mm. The distance D is assumed to be 25 mm from the source to
the plane where the absorber will cross.
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Figure 17. Graph of Intensity vs Distance
Since it is the same distance D from the plane to the detector, the intensity from the plane
to the detector will be given by the following equation,
IACat_detector(r) = 22 + -Kparameters +r2(31)
As the absorber moves across the plane of continuously varying intensities it will block
out a certain area of varying intensities. The area of intensity blocked out is considered
absorbed and will not make it to the detector.
Using MATLAB with the weighting functions described above for the intensities,
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Appendix C were generated using numerics to calculate the
percentage change in intensity that the detector receives due to absorbers of different
sizes crossing the plane of varying intensities. The absorbers used in these simulations
were 0.3 mm, 0.9 mm, 3 mm for Fig. 1, 2, and 3 respectively and are the same size as
those used in the actual experiments. The 10 mm absorber, Fig. 5, Appendix C, was
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simulated to compare against the Patterson et al. results stated above. The tank width
was assumed to be 50 cm. Table 9 tabulates the MATLAB output and the actual data,
0.3 40 40 -2.4 -15
0.9 40 40 -7.2 -20
3 40 40 -23 -45
10 40 - -68 -
Table 9. Theoretical Intensity Null Width vs Actual Null Width
The entries into Table 9 for the actual values are for the 150 MHz/50 cm tank
measurements. The discrepancies in the magnitude change is most likely due to the fact
that the model did not take into account any wave cancellation and the real tank shape.
The important point of information to be gained is that the intensity null width is the
same for all three absorbers sizes which range from 0.3 mm to 10 mm.
This simple model of "intensity" absorption predicts the width of the intensity
null quite well. The model predicts relative magnitude changes linearly to the absorber
width whereas the actual measurements do not.
6.2. System Improvements
6.2.1 Detected Signal Channel
The system has many areas for improvement. One of the two most important
improvement must be to improve the noise figure of the input RF amplifier from the
photodiode. This is the part that is degrading the performance of the system the most.
Ideally the input referred noise of the amplifier should be lower or equivalent to the
output noise that the photodiode generates. In the case of the photodiode used in this
system, it has an NEP of approximately -202 dBm in a 10 Hz bandwidth at 150 MHz. To3 ~~ 40~~#~:~~~~:::i~~~~~: 40, -23 -45 ·~
1 0 4 0 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 6 8 --" · x~x~Table- 9.TertclItniyNllWdhv culNl it
The8~:~~:~::~: entrie int Tal o h culvle aefrte10MzS mtn
mesueens The: ~ discrepancies~;; in thes mantd hne sms iey u otefc
that the model did not take into account any wave cancellation and the real tank shape
6~~;···:~:~~:~~~~. · ·.2. .Detected Signal:::~:~·f~~i::::: Channe
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maximize the sensitivity range of the photodiode it would be ideal to integrate the
photodiode with a wide bandwidth amplifier for use as a transimpedence amplifier. The
noise figure of the amplifier and that of the photodiode could be optimize or matched, ie.
the input referred noise of the amplifier is less than or equal to that of the photodetector,
for maximum performance. The present RF amplifier on the detector channel has a noise
figure of 2.9 dB, which is fairly low, but could be improved for the present system
performance. The use of avalanche photodiodes, APD, should also be examined. APD's
are in general noisy devices, the noise of these devices goes as the cube of the
multiplication factor for the device, but they do provide an inherent current gain due to
the avalanche process and have very fast response times [18]. The tradeoff of noise
versus signal must be analyzed to find if APD's can outperform the PIN photodiode in
this application.
The next limiting section is the low frequency amplifiers and bandpass filter.
Although this section was designed with low noise circuit techniques, such as the use of
low value feedback resistances to reduce thermal noise and low noise operational
amplifiers, there is still room for improvement.
The dynamic range of the system could be increased with the use of an automatic
gain control, AGC, block. The last stage amplification in the detected channel could be
replaced with an AGC which would keep the output signal at a constant amplitude, but
phase compensation is necessary due to the non-linear function of the AGC.
6.2.2. Coherent Noise
The second, but just as important was the transmitted RF noise. The system
suffered greatly from coherent noise. The circuitry was picking up self transmitted RF
energy and mixing this energy into the detected signal. The output of the RF amplifier
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stages were monitored by the RF signal analyzer with the laser driver off and a signal
was found at -80 dB due to the coherent noise via leakage into the system. Both of the
laser driver and photodiode circuits were constructed and put into aluminum RF shielded
boxes with feedthrough capacitors to minimize noise leakage in or out. The experimental
setup was placed into a shielded probe station but the noise was increased when the
station was closed. Apparently RF energy was most likely bei:g reflected within the
enclosure. Although the measurement technique enable the reduction of this noise by
measuring only the relative difference it is clear that this problem must be addressed to
increase the system sensitivity.
6.2.3. Data Acquisition
In the Chapter 3 it was mentioned that a 386 PC based A/D system did not work
due to inadequate real time processing of the PC. The changes that must be made to the
design (see Appendix A. Figs. 6 and 7) are the addition of onboard memory and a
dedicated controller. The interrupt handling facilities of the 386 PC are not capable of
precision timed data acquisitions on the order of 10 KHz. The software to drive this
board was written in Borland C++ and captures and averages 375 cycles of the 500 Hz
waveform. The software also performs the Discrete Fourier Transform and generates the
magnitude and phase information. The software is in Appendix C. This functionality
would lessen the requirement of the oscilloscope and the HP workstation for data
capture, storage, and processing.
The use of a programmable stage to accurately control the movement of the
samples under test would yield more accurate plots of phase and magnitude. This
function can also be added with a little effort.
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6.3 General Conclusions
This thesis demonstrated the ability to identify sub-millimeter width absorbers
within tissue phantoms of 1% Intralipid solution 50 millimeters thick. In Chapter 2
Figures 6 and 5 of this thesis show the attenuation difference between a 1% Intralipid
solution and real breast tissue in regards to their scattering and absorption coefficients.
The coefficients for both the In::alipid solution and the breast tissue were obtained at
different wavelengths of light, ie. 760 nm and 640 nm respectively. Thus, a direct
comparison is not indicative of the actual relative attenuations between the two, but the
general trend of the diffusion equation predicts the exponential attenuation is strongly
dependent on the absorption coefficient. As Fig. 5 shows for real tissue at a 50
millimeter depth the attenuation is at 10' '9 for DC light and is only 105 for the 1%
Intralipid. In order to have a better comparison, coefficients for breast tissue must be
obtained for the wavelengths in the 760 nm region.
The large attenuation, as predicted by theory in the case of the actual breast
tissue, would indicate that imaging with light would be very difficult at the present light
input levels of 5 milliwatts for real tissues. The use of real tissue should be examined to
bear out the attenuations predicted by the diffusion approximation and the present
system's sensitivity improved via better matching in the input amplifier and the
photodiode.
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Appendix A
Circuit Schematics
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Appendix B
Experimental Data
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Appendix C
MATLAB Data
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Figure 1. Theoretical Intensity Curve for 0.3 mm absorber
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Figure 2. Theoretical Intensity Curve for 0.9 mm absorber
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Figure 3. Theoretical Intensity Curve for 3 mm absorber
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Figure 4. Theoretical Intensity Curve for 10 mm absorber
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Figure 5. Theoretical Intensity Curve for 0.3, 0.9, 3, and 10 mm absorbers
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Appendix D
A/D PC Data Acquisition Board C-code
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//Optical Tomography Data Acquistion Program
//This program enables the A/D converter and samples up to 500 points
//per location for four channels. The data is written after each
//point has been acquired to the same data file.
// Michael Lee
// Massachusettes Institute of Technology
// 12/14/94
//Port A data assignments. All signals are positive logic sense
//with any needed inversion performed in hardware.
//
//Bit 0 -
//Bit 1 -
//Bit 2 -
//Bit 3-7
Start :Start converter (enables high)
CS/RD :Chip Select/Read (enables high)
IREN:Interrupt enable (enables low)
- Unused
//Port B data assignment. This byte port is for Bits 0-7, LSB, of
//the A/D.
//Bit 0 - Bit 7 => LSB - MSB
//Port C data assignment. This nybble port is for Bits 8-11, MSN, of
//the A/D.
//Bit 0 - Bit 4 => LSB - MSB
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#define SIZE 20
#define IO_ADR 0x300
#define sample_size 30000
#define channels 4
int count = 0;
int portA = 0x00;
int val8[sample_size];
int sample = 0;
//function prototypes
void init_array();
void init_ioboard();
void adc_init();
void init_intrpt();
//longest file name//
//base address for 8255 /VO board//
//sets the total number of samples//
//sets number of channels of the A/D
//makes count a global variable//
//I/O port A byte//
//total samples per point//
//initialize 8255 1/O board//
//initialize PC interrupts//
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void restore_intrpt0; //restore interrupts when finished//
void interrupt far (*old_handler)(...); //save previous interrupt handler//
void interrupt far intrpt_code(...); //interrupt handler//
//function definitions
void init_ioboard()
{ outportb(IO_ADR+3,0x83);
outportb(IO_ADR,OxOO);
//Sets port A output, port B input//
//LSN port C input, MSN port C output//
//Set port A bits all low
outportb(IO_ADR, OxOO);
outportb(IO_ADR,Ox02);
outportb(IO_ADR,Ox04);
cout<<"adc initialized\n";
//pulse CS/RD line to clear
//boot up interrupt low
init_intrpt()
unsigned char temp;
old_handler=getvect(OxOf);
disableO;
setvect(OxOf,intrpt_code);
temp = inp(0x21);
outp(0x21,(temp & Ox7f));
_enable();
outp(0x20,0x67);
outp(0x2f7,0x09);
cout<<"intialized interrupts\n";
//read interrupt mask register//
//unmask interrupt//
//issue non specific end-of-interrupt//
//rearm IRQ 7//
I
void init_array()
{ int clear;
for (clear=O;clear<sample_size;clear++)
val8[clear] = 0;
cout<<"initialized array\n";
restore_intrpt()
_disable();
setvect(OxOf,old_handler);
_enable();
cout<<"restored interrupts\n";
void adcinit()
{
I
void
{
void
{
I
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void interrupt far intrpt_code(...)
{ int i,j,k;
//CS and RD are active high from program but inverted low at A/D//
//performs three reads of three channels of the A/D//
outportb(IO_ADR, 0x07);
outportb(IO_ADR, 0x07);
val8[count] = inportb(IO_ADR+ 1);
val8[count+l] = inportb(IO ADR+2);
outportb(IO_ADR,OxO5);
outportb(IO_ADR,OxO5);
outportb(IO_ADR,Ox07);
outportb(IO_ADR, 0x07);
//pull CS and RD line high for
//msb
//lsb
//pull CS and RD low for next
//pull CS and RD line high for
val8[count+3] = inportb(IOADR+2);
val8[count+4] = inportb(IOADR+' );
outportb(IOADR,OxO5);
outportb(IOADR,OxO5);
//outportb(IO_ADR, 0x07);
//outportb(IOADR, 0x05);
//outportb(IO_ADR, 0x07);
//outportb(IO_ADR, 0x05);
count = count + 4;
sample++;
outp(0x20,0x67);
outp(0x2f7,0x09);
//ignore data in ch3 and ch4
//must re-arm to get next interrupt
//issue non specific end-of-interrupt//
//rearm IRQ 7//
main()
{ //variable declarations//
char file_name[SIZE],outl [SIZE],out2[SIZE],keystroke;
int number, a, total_samples=--O;
int sample_point;
FILE *foutl,*fout2;
total_samples = 0;
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read//
cycle//
read//
}
//Start of code//
clrscr();
printf("Optical Diffusion Data Acquisition\n");
printf("==");
printf("Total samples set to 7500\n");
printf("Samples per period set to 20\n");
printf("Samples per sample period is 375\n");
printf("Please enter file name prefix for data files: ");
cin >> file_name;
//Initialize stuff
initarray();
init_ioboard();
adc_init();
init_intrpt();
printf("INTIALIZE SUCCESSFULX\n");
printf("Starting acquisition.\n\n");
//Enter the while loop until all locations are sampled//
printf("Acquiring data\n");
outportb(IO_ADR, Ox05); //Enable interrupts and Start;
while(sample<(sample_size/4))
//cause an interrupt
//wait here till 8000 samples or less are taken via the
//interrupt handler.
outportb(IO_ADR,Ox04); //turn off A/D converter
//write data out
strcpy(outl,file_name);
strcat(outl,"l.dat"); //set up the output file names
strcpy(out2,file_name);
strcat(out2,"2.dat");
if ((foutl=fopen(outl,"a"))==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
}
if ((fout2=fopen(out2,"a"))==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
for (a = O0; a < sample_size; a= a + 4){
fprintf(foutl ,"%d\t%d\n",val8[a],val8[a+ 1]);
fprintf(fout2,"%d\t%d\n",val8[a+2] ,val8[a+3]);
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I
printf("Press any character and return to start next location acquisition\n");
cin >> keystroke;
total_samples++;
printf("total locations sampled so far -> %d\n\n",total_samples);
sample=O; //reset for next location
count=--O;
//Wrap it up
printf("Data has been successfully acquired!\n");
cout<<"Data files for channel 1 in "<<outl<<"\n";
cout<<" channel 2 in "<<out2<<'\n";
restore_intrpt();
return(O);
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//Optical Tomography Data Splitter Program
//This program takes two data files in that are binary two's complement
//and converts the values to the actual voltage levels.
//The input files are file_namel.dat and file_name2.dat. The program
//needs only the file_name and handles the file extensions automatically
//The output files are file_namel.out and file_name2.out.
// Michael Lee
// Massachusettes Institute of Technology
// 12/14/94
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#define maxlen 20
char outl[maxlen],out2[maxlen],in[mn],in2[ma[maxlen],in[maxlen];
FILE *finl,*fin2, *foutl,*fout2;
int mtemp,a,b,c,d,LSB, MSB,count=O;
int var;
double temp, sum;
main(
clrscrO; //clear screen
cout<<"Data converter: BCT to decimal value\n\n";
cout<<"Data file name prefix->";
cin>>in;
//set up input file names
strcpy(inl,in);
strcat(in l," l.dat");
strcpy(in2,in);
strcat(in2,"2.dat");
//set up output file names
strcpy(outl,in);
strcat(outl,"l.out");
strcpy(out2,in);
strcat(out2,"2.out");
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//open files for output
if ((foutl=fopen(outl,"a"))=NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
if ((fout2=fopen(out2,"a"))==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
}
finl=fopen(inl,"r");
fm2=fopen(in2,"r");
cout<<"opened files\n";
while (fscanf(finl,"%d",&LSB) !=EOF)
{ fscanf(finl,"%d",&MSB);
MSB=MSB<<8;
//cout<<LSB<<'\t"<<MSB;
sum = (double)(MSB+LSB);
//cout<<'t"<<sum<<'%n";
temp = ((double)(sum>=2048.0)*((-20.0)+(20.0*(sun/4096.0)))
+(double)(sum<2048.0)*(sum/2048.0)* 10.0);
fprintf(fout 1,"%lfn",temp);
while (fscanf(fin2,"%d",&LSB) !=EOF)
{ fscanf(fin2,"%d",&MSB);
MSB=MSB<<8;
//cout<<LSB<<'\t"<<MSB;
sum = (double)(MSB+LSB);
//cout<<'t "<<sum<<'n";
temp = ((double)(sum>=2048.0)*((-20.0)+(20.0*(sunm/4096.0)))
+(double)(sum<2048.0)*(sum/2048.0)* 10.0);
fprintf(fout2," %lfn ",temp);
cout<<"All done.t\";
cout<<"Channel 1 in file "<< outl<<'n";
cout<<"Channel 2 in file "<< out2<<'\n";
return(0);
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//Optical Tomography Data Signal Processing Program
/This program enables computes the DFT for the magnitude and angle of the
//500 Hz waveform.
// Michael Lee
// Massachusettes Institute of Technology
// 12/14/94
#include <iostream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define maxlen 20
#define BAD_DATA 666
char outl [maxlen],out2[maxlen],inl[maxlen],in[maxlen];
char moutl[maxlen],mout2[maxlen],fmoutl[maxlen],fmout2[maxlen];
FILE *finl,*fin2, *foutl,*fout2,*ffoutl,*ffout2,*fffoutl,*fffout2;
int mtemp,a,b,c,k,LSB, MSB,sum,count=0;
int var,total_samples=0;
double val[20],va12[20],temp;
double cosl=0.O,isinl=0.0,cos2=0.0,isin2=0.0;
double phasel=0.0,phase2=0.0, magl=0.0,mag2=0.0;
double temp2;
filter()
{ int bad l=0,bad2=0,next;
int samples[20],samples2[20];
double diff=0.0;
strcpy(moutl,in);
strcat(moutl,"ml.out");
strcpy(mout2,in);
strcat(mout2,"m2.out");
if ((ffoutl=fopen(moutl,"a"))==NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
if ((ffout2=fopen(mout2,"a"))=NULL) 
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
I
//open the files again for filtering
finm l=fopen(inl,"r");
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fin2=fopen(in2,"r");
next = 0;
while (fscanf(finl,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
diff = fabs(fabs(temp)-fabs(val[next]));
if (diff < 0.075)
fprintf(ffoutl ,"%lf\n",temp);
else {
fprintf(ffout 1,"%d\n",BAD_DATA);
bad 1++; |
next++;
if (next == 20)
next = 0;
}
next = 0;
while (fscanf(fin2,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
diff = fabs(fabs(temp)-fabs(val2[next]));
if (diff < 0.50)
fprintf(ffout2,"%lf\n",temp);
else {
fprintf(ffout2,"%d\n",BAD_DATA);
bad2++; }
next++;
if (next == 20)
next = 0;
}
cout<<"done with filteAn";
cout<<"file 1 has "<<badl<<" bad data points\n";
cout<<"file 2 has "<<bad2<<" bad data points\n";
cout<<"recrunching data\n";
fclose(ffout 1);
fclose(ffout2);
//open the files again for filtering
finl=fopen(moutl,"r");
fin2=fopen(mout2,"r");
//Initialize array
for (var=O; var<20;var++){
val[var] = 0.0;
val2[var] = 0.0;
samples[var]=0;
samples2[var]=0;
}
//Start reading in the file and crunch the data together
while (fscanf(finl,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
if (temp ==666.0)
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temp = 0;
else
samples[count]++;
val[count] = val[count]+temp;
if (count == 19)
count = 0;
else
count++;
}
//get the average
for (var=0;var<20;var++) {
val[var]=val[var]/(double)samples[var];
}
//Start reading in the file and crunch the data together for file 2
while (fscanf(fin2,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
if (temp ==666.0)
temp = 0;
else
samples2[count]++;
val2[count] = val2[count]+temp;
if (count = 19)
count = 0;
else
count++;
//get the average
for (var=O;var<20;var++) {
val2[var]=val2[var]/(double)samples2[var];
}
for (var=0;var<20;var++)
cout<<val[var]<<'\t"<<samples[var]<<'Vt"<<val2[var]<<'\t"<<samples2[var]<<'\
n";
//write out the data to the final files
strcpy(fmoutl ,in);
strcat(fmoutl,"f l.per");
strcpy(fmout2,in);
strcat(fmout2,"f2.per");
if ((fffout 1 =fopen(fmout 1,"a"))==NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
}
if ((fffout2=fopen(fmout2,"a"))==NULL) 
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
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return(l);
}
for (var=0; var < 20; var++){
fprintf(fffoutl,"%lf\n",val[var]);
fprintf(fffout2,"%lf\n",val2[var]);
}
//Calculate the discrete Fourier Transform for
//n=1. This corresponds to 500Hz component
for (k = 0; k < 20; k++){
cos 1 = cos 1 + val[k] *(cos(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
isinl = isinl - val[k]*(sin(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
cos2 = cos2 + val2[k]*(cos(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
isin2 = isin2 - val2[k]*(sin(2.0*MPI*k/20.0))/400;
}
//Magnitude in power normalized by the number of
//samples
mag 1 = sqrt(pow(cosl,2.0) + pow(isinl,2.0))* 100.0;
mag2 = sqrt(pow(cos2,2.0) + pow(isin2,2.0))* 100.0;
if (cosl<0.0)
phasel = M_PI + atan(isinl/cosl);
else
phasel = atan(isinl/cosl);
if (cos2<0.0)
phase2 = M_PI + atan(isin2/cos2);
else
phase2 = atan(isin2/cos2);
cout<<"Channel 1 data\n";
cout<<"Magnitude at n=l :"<<sqrt(magl)<<'\n";
cout<<"Phase at n=l :"<<phasel<<" rad\n";
cout<<" :"<<(180.0/M_PI)*phasel<<" degrees\n";
cout<<"Channel 2 data\n";
cout<<"Magnitude at n=l :"<<sqrt(mag2)<<'\n";
cout<<"Phase at n=l :"<< phase2<<" rad\n";
cout<<" "<<phase2*(180.0/M_PI)<<" degrees\n";
temp2 = (180/M_PI)*(phase1-phase2);
if (temp2 < 0.0)
temp2 = temp2 + 360.0;
cout<<"Phase difference: "<<temp2<<'\n";
fprintf(fffoutl ,'\n%lf\n",sqrt(mag 1));
fprintf(fffout2,'"n %lf\n",sqrt(mag2));
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fprintf(fffoutl ,"%lf\n",phase 1*(180.0/M_PI));
fprintf(fffout2,"%lf\n",phase2*(180.0/M_PI));
main()
clrscrO; //clear screen
cout<<"Average floating point data into one period\n";
cout<<"Compute the magnitude and phase with a DFIn";
cout<<"-------------------------------------------n";
cout<<"Data file name prefix->";
cin>>in;
//set up input file names
strcpy(inl,in);
strcat(inl," l.out");
strcpy(in2,in);
strcat(in2,"2.out");
//set up output file names
strcpy(outl,in);
strcat(out 1," l.per");
strcpy(out2,in);
strcat(out2,"2.per");
/open files for output
if ((foutl=fopen(outl,"a"))=NULL)
{ fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
if ((fout2=fopen(out2,"a"))==NULL){
fprintf(stderr,"cannot open file\n");
return(l);
I
fin l=fopen(inl,"r");
fin2=fopen(in2,"r");
cout<<"opened files\n";
//Initialize array
for (var=O; var<20;var++){
val[var] = 0.0;
val2[var] = 0.0;
}
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//Start reading in the file and crunch the data together
while (fscanf(finl,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
val[count] = val[count]+temp;
if (count == 19)
count = 0;
else
count++;
total_samples++;
//Write the data out the the filel_name.per file
for (var=O; var < 20; var++){
val[var] = val[var]/((double)total_samples/20.0);
fprintf(foutl ,"%lf\n",val[var]);
}
//Next channel and reset variables
count = 0;
total_samples=O;
//Start reading in the file and crunch the data together
while (fscanf(fin2,"%lf',&temp) !=EOF){
val2[count] = val2[count]+temp;
if (count == 19)
count = 0;
else
count++;
total_samples++;
//Write the data out the the file2_name.per file
for (var=0; var < 20; var++){
val2[var] = val2[var]/((double)total_samples/20.0);
fprintf(fout2,"%lt\n",val2[var]);
I
//Calculate the discrete Fourier Transform for
//n=l. This corresponds to 500Hz component
for (k = 0; k < 20; k++){
cosl = cosl + val[k]*(cos(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
isin = isin - val[k]*(sin(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
cos2 = cos2 + val2[k]*(cos(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
isin2 = isin2 - val2[k]*(sin(2.0*M_PI*k/20.0))/400;
I
//Magnitude in power normalized by the number of
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//samples
magl 1 = sqrt(pow(cosl,2.0) + pow(isin1,2.0))*100.0;
mag2 = sqrt(pow(cos2,2.0) + pow(isin2,2.0))* 100.0;
if (cos 1<0.0)
phasel = M_PI + atan(isinl/cosl);
else
phasel = atan(isinl/cosl);
if (cos2<0.0)
phase2 = M_PI + atan(isin2/cos2);
else
phase2 = atan(isin2/cos2);
cout<<"Channel 1 data\n";
cout<<"Magnitude at n=l :"<<sqrt(magl)<<'\n";
cout<<"Phase at n=l :"<<phasel<<" rad\n";
cout<<" :"<<(180.0/M_PI)*phasel<<"
cout<<"Channel 2 data\n";
cout<<"Magnitude at n=l :"<<sqrt(mag2)<<'\n";
cout<<"Phase at n=1 :"<< phase2<<" rad\n";
cout<<" "<<phase2*(180.O/M_PI)<<"
temp2 = (180/M_PI)*(phasel-phase2);
degreesn";
degrees\n";
if (temp2 < 0.0)
temp2 = temp2 + 360.0;
cout<<"Phase difference: "< < temp2 < <'"\n";
fclose(finl);
fclose(fin2);
cout<<"Run crunched data against original file to take out bogus data\n";
filter();
cout<<"All done!\n";
// cout<<"Channel 1 in file "<< outl<<'\n";
// cout<<"Channel 2 in file "<< out2<<'\n";
return(0);
}
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